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Dear Chief Luthuli

REVIEW

2068 CAPE TOWN

our sympathy on the occasion of the extension of your banning order for a further five years. with the imposition
of harsher conditions than before. We need not emphasise the fact
with which you must for the past five years continually have consoled
yourself that the Government's actions against you reveal their own
state of fear and their estimate of the influence you have over those
thousands of South Africans whose elected leader you are.
Many people must have told you when you were first banned
that freedom would come within that five-year period. and we will
not yield to the temptation of wishful-thinking by assuring you that
your second banning period will not run itself out. that freedom will
come during the five years that face you now. It may not, though the
process towards freedom must continue as it has already begun.
There can be no certainty that 1969 will not find you still a virtual
prisoner at Groutville.
What we wish to express to you. however. is our conviction that
by your continued silent and confined presence among us you are still
serving $outh Africa with the distinction which brought to us the
honour of your receiving of the Nobel Peace Prize in 1962. and the
benefits of the work that won you that prize. The time may come in
the five years ahead when you will be called into active affairs again.
Those who hope and work for as near peaceful an end to race domination as possible know that a time may come for negotiation. that
we all may be glad of your presence in South Africa should the
Government be forced into consultation with representatives of the
oppressed millions. Your own unshakeable convictions. expressed in
your writings and remembered from your speeches. continue to circulate in South Africa. and their validity grows more certain as each
year of your unjust confinement passes and you are known to hold
fast.
We know that you would not want your new banning order to
be written of here without reference to the treatment of another great
leader. Mr. R . M . Sobukwe. Also without charge. trial or appeal he
is to be held for a further year as a prisoner on Robben Island . We
do not yet know whether his request for an "exit permit" to leave
South Africa permanently. for the duration of the present regime.
that is, will be acceded to or not. We cannot write to him as we are
doing to you without knowing the answer. nor would we want to say
anything about his decision to apply for an exit permit while his
goaler. the Hon. B. 1. Vorster, is considering it. We merely wish here
to extend to Mr. Sobukwe, his family. and his followers, our sympathy and to salute him for the dignity and resolution with which he
has so far borne his imprisonment.
We regret, as we are sure do you and he. that you lead separate
and still hostile groups of followers. The continued mutual rancour
among too many of your and his lieutenants here and abroad, is
wasteful. unnecessary and a great blessing to the regime that both
factions are trying to defeat. Furthermore. it is an insult to the
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Back to "Normal "
Some glances at mid-1964 South Africa

PETER MOTSOANE

believe in the former, while whiles and some Coloureds
believe in the latter.
In the locations there is deep-rooted mistrust and bitterness a.nd fear. Parents have seen their teenage sons (in
PretorIa) dragged out of bed in the early dawn, and after
being accused of being Poqo members, given long jail
sentences. School children never forget the sight of police
vehicles at schools coming for their fellow students and
brilliant teachers and have often asked the question:
"Who will be next?"
So great is the torment that some parents doubt the
value of educating their children as most educated people
are . labelled "communists" and are very Illuch hated by
WhItes. Moreover, there are almost no commercial outlets
for their skills .

by racial tension and
bitterness; unpalatable parliamentary debates on more
Tl-I E SAB~TAGE "I RI ALS have created great suspicion among
restrictive legislation for Africans, saw the first quarter
local reSIdents. The anonymity of State witnesses and
of 1964 pass amidst a climate of uneasy calm, as if everywork of informers make most people look about before
body was happy under apartheid; as if "relations between
saying anything. Some people don't even greet one another
whites and blacks have never been better", to quote a
or even exchange visits.
famous phrase from Mr. De Wet Net, B.A.D. Minister.
"The price of Judas has gone up," they say. " Modern
. For it was about Easter 1960 that we experienced the
Judas drives a beautiful car, has a fat bank account, has
horror of Sharpeville shootings and the State of Emerga good job and enjoys pass- law relaxation."
ency. It was during Easter, 1963, that the Poqo suspects
They verify this with the observation that before the
were rounded up and 90-day detention became a feature
sabotage trials, there were very few cars in the locations,
of South African "traditional way of life". In other years,
and that since the trials, many people seem to have "won
other Easters were marked by strikes, boycotts and
lotteries". Also, some unemployed people don't seem to
demonstrations against passes and other aspects of apartbe bothered by police.
heid.
With remarkable bitterness. 1 was ordered to "Voetsek!"
The police can boast of having smashed "sabotage
when I went to welcome back to "normal" life, an exgangs" and ."their satellites" and also having "agitators"
friend who had just been released from detention. On
(patriotic African leaders like Nelson Mandela, Wa1ter
my
way home 1 was accosted by some unknown men. who
Sisulu and Govan Mbeki) behind bars. Some leaders ·
suspected me of informing.
are banned under the Suppi'ession of Communism Act.
Another .man told ~ne:
don't want visitors in my
Some have fled.
.
house. 1 dISCUSS noth1l1g WIth anybody, even my family,
But the police can't boast of having won over to apart":
who may turn informers under 90-days detention. I know
heid the hearts of the millions of Africans who loathe
nothing. and I want to stay that way. Now getout!"
oppression. For the legacies that cause bitterness and
racial hatred amongst the races of South Africa still exist . . Ninety-days detention has changed the once-smiling
teenagers into bitter. · vengeance-seeking men. They are
and are even driven deeper by legislation. More unpleasant apartheid laws are passed, and more are being
drafted.
South Africa is back to "normal" now that the major
CHIEF LUTHULI
political organisations of the African people are banned,
viz. the African National Congress and the Pan Africanist
oppressed people of South Africa and to the cause of freeCongress. Their militant ofr-shoots, "Umkhonto we
d?m ~hat they should be treated to this unhappydispJay of
Sizwe" and "Poqo" have been broken up by police with the
dlS~lllty by those who should be working rather to bring
aid of informers. Indeed, "sabotage" (in practice militant
theu
f~llow-oppressed to their own pitch of militancy and
opposition to apartheid) has been largely stamped out.
eo~mltment, and should be organising victory against the
The authorities can boast of "calm" and "peace" prevailregIme.
.
ing now, and the situation being "under control" .
Your loss of freedom will not end until this unity is
But beneath the calm and peace bubbles discontent,
achieved or until the emergence of a movement which will
bitterness, fear and mistrust. This is a feature of another
~ranscend the existing groups, should they finally be reversion of South Africa's "traditional way of life", the
Jected because of their inability to get on with the job.
other one being comforts "for whites only".
Whichever way it happens, your own status, and that of
But is the peace prevailing the calm before the storm?
Mr.
Sobukwe, is likely to be assured. Your service to
Or a sign that white supremacy will last forever? Africans
South Africa, and to the universal cause of freedom. in
the days of your active political leadership, and now, will
never be forgotten. Your future participation in our
PET E R 1\1 0 T S 0 A N E, free-lance journalist, . lives in
national affairs is confidently looked forward to.
•
Pretoria.
.EASTER, A PERIOD USUALLY MARKED
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even bitter against people not engaged in any political
..
activity. .
Some parents are even pointing fingers and asking:
"Why is so-and-so"s son not arrested? He used to visit
my boy." Yet, some politically-minded people, not engaged in politics and not detained, are very uneasy,
wondering if -something is yet to · happen to them. They
fear the sound of cars near their homes.
for some people to hide their feelings,
even though they try to bottle them in. into their chests.
There comes a time when they don't bother who's listening.
. Said a frustrated worker in a crowded train: "A teenage
white boy works only for six months and can afford a
Gar: I've been working for 20 years and can't buy a
bicycle, because I'm black. If I speak I'll be locked
up for Poqo."
On the other side of the colour bar, whites seem
confident of the might of the Nationalist government and
its determination to smash "agitators". The complaints and
<iemands of the Africans they brush aside.
The Atteridgeville Poqo .trial caused comment from
some whites. as it revealed deeper bitterness and frustration. They did not know they lived in a world surrounded
by frustration and hostility. · The fact that teenagers are
jailed seemed to · come as a shock. They realise ifs not
only African adults. but children, too. wQo need a share
in the running of the country.
"What's going on with the school boys in Atteridgeville," some African employees were asked. "Atteridgeville is a municipal location. Y o~ have beautiful houses
at low rentals. You have your own bars and recreation
halls.;'
Of course, most Africans pretend to be shocked at the
"unnecessary bitterness" only to please their employers
for fear of being accused of being sympathetic to "agitaIT IS DIFFICULT

tors". But deep down in their hearts they know, and
condemn, the whites for being responsible for the bitterness and racial tension by blocking the advancing Africans
from entry into positions of responsibility. Even if they
receive blows every day, Africans can still force a smile.
has provoked another type of thinking
amongst whites I overheard talking on Church Square.
They can't understand how Poqo grew up since they were
led to believe that- the mass of restrictive legislation at
the moment prevailing was enough to force a "Bantu"
to "behave" himself.
They seem to ,believe that a municipal tenant is "under
control" and has much to lose by grumbling. They
believed that "Bantu" propaganda hand-outs could belp
weaken the "agitators' grip" on the masses of Africans,
and win them over to apartheid.
With the banning of New Age. Fighting Talk, and the
weakening of Contact. it was hoped Elethu Mirror, with
its pro-apartheid partisanship, would gain mass readership.
The closing down of Elethu through lack of support
pleased many an African. There was rejoicing in their
discussions.
Bantu Education, which was meant to produce cap-inhand "Yes-n1y-baas" intellectuals, is seen as a failure
by some whites.
"Before Bantu Education," said one of three men at
Church Square, "we had the harmless A.N.C. with its
petitions and protest marches. With Bantu Education
the children ignore Luthuli and breed on the poison of
Poqo."
The fact that teenagers are alleged to have plotted to
massacre whites, poison their food and campaigned for
the collection of bombs, is enough to condemn Bantu
Education as- a failure in its purpose.
Fancy Atteridgeville being the location the late Dag
Hammarskjoeld was shown as a "happy and prosperous
THE PRETORIA TRIAL
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township" and the frustration therein being glossed over
as the gibes of agitators.
Even the ~o-called "law-abiding Bantu" (such as
teachers. Radio Bantu announcers and police) don't seem
to be happy. Listening attentively to a political conversation in the train. a uniformed policeman said: "Hitler's
loss of World War II was a big shock to many. He had
the world under his thumb. but because his laws conflicted
with those of God he failed." He made it clear he was
only talking about the Germans but it was clear what
he meant.
However. there are some people who cannot stand it
any longer. They have seen the smashing of African
political organisations. sabotage trials and even Rivonia
and feel there is nothing left but to get out. They are the
men and women who wish to turn the independent African states into economic giants and world powers by
developing the natural resources there. an opportunity
they are denied in their own country. They are studying
accountancy. agronomy. economics and science. They
know that in the Republic job reservation prevents their
entry into professional responsibility and respectability.
and others being
hanged. is causing concern in the location from people
determined to stay here. come what may. They have seen
the bitter struggle in Cyprus. the seven-year Kenya emergency and the Congolese battle for united independence.
THE POSSIBILITY OF NELSON MANDELA

Snowball
a story

BESSIE HEAD
IT IS AUTUMN IN CAPE TOWN. Each day the sunset is
new. with a new theme, but the underlying mood is always
the same. Always the still. chilled Autumn air controls
the earth's scent with a nostalgic sweetness that is unlike
any other season of the year. Sharp. and distinct. these
scents blend with the yellow-gold sky as it imperceptibly
changes to a powdery mauve and then a vivid. splashy
orange-red that pulsates and pulsates. Two children pass
B E S S I E H E A D is teaching in a primary school in
Serowe. Bechuanaland Protectorate. having left the
Republic on an exit permit.
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The late Patrice Lumumba and Jomo Kenyatta saw the
final liberation of their peoples. They feel it will come
here. too.
The passing of the Bantu Laws Amendment Act is
seen as an act of provocation by some Africans. It seems
the Nationalists have learnt nothing from Sharpeville and
Poqo and are prepared to continue creating bitterness and
frustration.
"Bantu Laws Bill shows the whites don't consider us
people." said a hitherto anti-P.A.C.-A.N.C. man and proBantustan. "They are making things worse."
"Until the Russians crushed the Hungarian revolution.
we hoped to see the end of communism there. That day
never came. We had Sharpeville here. The best thing
now is to leave South Africa and settle in Northern
Rhodesia." So say those who have lost hope.
The mass arrest of militant Africans and the implementation of further apartheid legislation is now posing another question: After Poqo. what next?
The uneasy quiet amongst Africans is not acceptance
of perpetual subjection. The bitterness is there. and is
increasing daily. It is a fallacy to believe that since the
Transkei "self-government" Africans know that apartheid
is good.
Maybe something more bitter than Poqo and Umkonto
will come to the scene. But one thing is definite. the
unwanted apartheid will meet its day. As a Sepedi
proverb says: "Nothing lasts forever." Apartheid is no
exception.
•

by. barefoot. absorbed. with comic red-painted sunset
faces. Suddenly the sharp black silhouette of rooftops
appear outlined against the glowing sky.
IT IS STRANGE how_a scene or a street can evoke pleasant
or unpleasant memories. It is strange. too. how one's
life is rather like a railway station. People pass in and
out all the time and yet so few are of conseqeunce to one's
destiny. If the sunset reminds me of "Snowball" it is only
because during the time I knew him I was driven by a
stronge urge to protect him. He was too passive:..an~.::peace
loving and life knocked him around an awful l6t. '> He
merely took each blow as it came without question or
thought of retaliation. I imagine the only peace he ever
found was when he was at sea in his small dinghy. I
imagine. too. that he was the kind of man who would
notice a sunset.
Capetonians have a witty way of giving people queer
nicknames. But often these nicknames make sense. Just
say all the fingers of one hand may be missing. then they
might call you "Vyf" and you would not mind at all
because the way in which it was said would bear a tender
regard for your defect; even to the point of giving you
great prestige in the neighbourhood. But the nickname
"Snowball" never really made sense to me because "Snowball" was a man who was quite black all over except for
THE NEW AFRICAN
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his clean white teeth. I must admit that there are many
things in Cape Town that confuse me! Strangely enough
"Snowball" ~id !lot mind being called "Snowball" though
had I been III his place, I would have made every effort
·to acquire another nickname. It just would have made
me hot all over to be called- "Snowball".

I FIRST MET "SNOWBALL" when we moved into a crowded
four-roomed house in District Six. The housing situation
-being what it is, my husband and I were immensely
grateful to obtain a clean large room to ourselves with a
bathreolIl and were prepared to put up with the hazardous
arid inexplicable behaviour of our-landlord and landlady.
Our landlord was forever threatening us with bOdily
assault, ably abetted by our landlady who alternately
suffered from fits or wild generosity and wild anger. One
never knew where one stood in such a storm-filled atmosphere. I myself am not usually very obliging. I loathe
to be at the mercy of those who make irrational demands.
But then life can teach one some very humbling lessons.
If my landlady said: "Put out the light," I put it out. If,
five minutes later she said: ."Put it on," I put it on.
But underneath the rebel fumed and fumed and frequently
there were sharp explosions; threats of physical violence,
a lot of hot air and an electric tension which were as
suddenly stilled by an outburst of wild generosity on the
part of my landlady. It always overcomes me when an
enemy reaches out the hand of peace. I'm terribly bad at
making up.
With my husband there was never a note of discord.
He is naturally tactful and a skilful negotiator of human
relationships. They adored him. All in all, we the tenants,
were a subdued lot; "Snowball" perhaps the most subdued of us all. I mean, we all had a little party now and
then, took a drink and sort of let go. But "Snowball" had
forsaken all worldly pleasures. He was a convert and
every evening one would see him quietly sitting in some
obscure corner with his head stuck in the Bible. But it
made no difference. It only goaded everyone, my landlady in particular, into reminding him loudly that he was
once a professional thief and all those bruises and scars
on his face were because he had served an eight-year jail
sentence. To them, "Snowball's" religion was a cover up.
A thief is always a thief. It must have taken great strength
of character to stick to religion in the face of such provocation.
It is important to expand a bit on Snowball's religion.
It was very wide and broad-minded wherein science and
spiritualism and all other contradictory ideas could live
in chaotic happiness. I have immense respect fot such
broad-mindedness. It appears to me, from the way they
talk, that many converted people severely restrict themselves to reading the Bible. Darwin is out, because he
~ontrad!cts the story of Adam and Eve. Aldous Huxley
IS defimtely out, because he once had the audacity to say
that God was unnecessary. Well, before I ever came to
discussing "Snowball's" religion with him, I had a peek
into his room, saw Aldous Huxley and his "Perennial
Philosophy" among all those pamphlets, leaflets and paths
THE NEW AFRICAN
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of truth. It surely helps -to introduce a lot of contradiction
into religion. I think so.
"SnowbaU" asked me when we got
to discussing things was whether I was a soul with a body
or a body with a soul. Since I have many converted
friends I was bound to know the answer to that one, so
I answered promptly: "I am a soul with a body."
I was amazed at the smile of intense happiness that
spread over his face. I felt like a cheat because it must
have taken him and my friends many gruelling hours of
thought to have _arrived at any sort of answer thatsatis.fied them. The question does not concern me either way
but then I had to learn that my flippant, cynical attitude
towards religion is useless. Possibly it was only a man
~ike "Sn~wba.ll" who could ~ive me a humbling lesson
III that dIrection. For one thmg, he was basically good
and gentle. That is something that cannot be faked • . .
goodness. For another, he had a curious mind that was
incapable of taking a dogmatic stand. Contradiction or
even apparent contradiction could be called the other
name of truth. That night "Snowball" and I discussed
many things that are not even mentioned in the Bible.
I would have liked to be a strong ally and defend and
protect "Snowball" from all the harsh blows that landed
on his head. An impossible task! Once I tried. I heard
our landlady loudly berating him for being a dirty man.
I could not see how he could be, because he was the only
tenant in the house who bathed every night. I told her
so, but she looked at me blankly, pretending not to hear.
I never tried again. In fact, one just became accustomed
to hear "Snowball" getting it in the neck again about
something or other. His crayfish had a way of lying dead
for hours and then suddenly arising _and walking about
the house. He could hardly pay the rent because each
day a well-to-do cousin seized three-quarters of the profits
on the fish under the pretext that he had paid for the
dinghy. Something was always happening to "Snowball".
0I?-e day, during a sudden high summer gale, his dinghy
capSIzed, and I have as yet found no answer to the people
who pass in and out of my life.
•
THE FIRST QUESTION
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Marxism through

2

African Eyes

B. D. G. FOLSON

has' led Marxists
into a large dose of self-deception. and may in the future
lead to dangerous misunderstandings.
They are apparently of the opinion that they are fundamentally at one with African nationalists and if anything
at all they are in a more advanced stage. But it requires
only a little closer examination of the facts to realise that
there is a divergence between the Marxists and African
nationalists. The Russians and Chinese Marxists on their
theory cannot. by definition. be Imperialists. Foreign aid
from the West therefore is Imperialism whilst theirs is not.
Americans cannot be sincere about their anti-colonialism:
they are merely treacherously trying to substitute their
own Imperialism for that of their allies. The satellite
countries cannot possibly be in colonial dependence on
Russia. The Suppression of the Hungarian Revolt in 1956
could not but be in the interest of the Hungarians themselves whereas Mau Mau was an innocuous religious
society whose atrocities were "imagined" and activities
"invented" by the Imperialists.
Quite clearly all these are not shared by African
nationalists. The "neo-colonialism" of Nasser and the
"new Imperialism" of Nkrumah are clearly conceived of
as being capable of coming both from the West and the
East. Nasser has shown in many speeches that he is not
much interested in the Marxist Idea of the ultimate goal
of colonial territories. What he sees is Communist pretensions in the Middle East and these he has denounced as
rigorously as he has denounced Western Imperialism. To
African nationalists whether foreign aid is an attempt to
establish neo-colonialism or not depends not on its source
but on the strings attached to it. That to the African
nationalists the Marxists of the Eastern bloc are no more
reliable than the West is shown by the fact that even the

THE RIGIDITY OF THE MARXIST ATI'ITUDE

most militant and left-wing of the nationalists do not ally
themselves with the East but adopt a policy of neutrality
between the two power blocs. This has been demonstrated
time and again at the United Nations. On the Congo
question especially even the most militant of African
nationalists. Sekou Toure and Dr. Nkrumah. repeatedly
repudiated Marxist analyses of the Eastern Communist
bloc and as a result. in most of the voting where unanimity
could not be achieved. the communist bloc every now and
then found themselves completely isolated. In their internal policies. too. these African nationalists show clearly
how suspicious they are of Marxists generally.
NASSER HAS HAD NO SCRUPLES in putting his communists
in gaol even during periods when his relations with the
Soviet Union may be said to be very good. Almost all the
nationalists when they have gained control of political
pow~r ~n their countries have not he~itated to put stringent
restnctlOns on travel to CommuDlst countries by their
citizens. restrictions which are much severer than any on
travel to Western countries which officially repudiate
Marxism. A Ghana citizen, for example, who wants to
visit any non-Communist country, whether he is outside
or inside Ghana, has no difficulty in getting his passport
validated for that particular country. But if he wants to
visit a Communist country and he is outside Ghana, his
passport has to be sent all the way to Accra for a special
decision to be made before he is either allowed or disallowed, and, indeed, a very good reason has to be given
before the passport is endorsed.
Above all, even the most militant Nationalists make sure
that their economics are not tied to the economics of the
Eastern countries. Economic aid from the Eastern coun·
tries is carefully balanced by economic aid from the West.
The present·day Marxists claim to speak in the main of
the toiling masses, and they are apparently sincere about
this. But they cannot go anywhere near succeeding in this
unless they bring their thinking about African politics
in line with that of the African nationalists who undoub·
tedly wield the support of their peoples. This cannot be
achieved unless it is recognised that Marxist-Leninist historical materialism is inapplicable to Africa, for the very
simple reason that the class structure that it presupposes
does not exist in Africa and is never likely to assume the
importance that it assumed in Western Europe in the
19th century. Indeed, the insistence on the class-structure
and class struggles in colonial territories is not wholly
compatible with an interpretation of dis.imperialism which
refers the process to change in the class struggle in Europe.
Bandung proved to the Marxists (at least in Russia)
that bourgeois nationalists can also be anti-Imperialists.
This alone is. sufficient to establish the case for a revision
of the Marxist approach to African politics.
THESE

B. D. G. F 0 L SON. a Ghanaian. lectures in politics at
the University of A cera. This is the concluding extract
from a recent article in Survey. the Journal of Soviet
and East European Studies. London.
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DIFFERENCES

BETWEEN

MARXISTS

AND

AFRICAN

nationalists. should not be taken as something that is of
secondary Importance, or merely practical divisions due
to the pressure of events and which are the·refore compat·
ible with a fundamentally similar approach. They are, I
think. due to the fact that Marxism is fundamentally alien
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to African society in general and to the thinking of virtually all African nationalists of any weight.
If we take four very uncompromising and influential
African nationalists, J omo Kenyatta, Dr. Namdi Azikiwe,
Kwame Nkrumah and Sekou Toure, and analyse their
thoughts we see that they are all fundamentally opposed
to Marxism.
Jomo Kenyatta's uncompromising defence of Kikuyu
culture and traditions is well known, but from a Marxist
standpoint most of this culture is reactionary, blocking
the way to progress. On the question of land for example
(and land is the most important economic asset still in
the life of many an African), Kenyatta maintains that in
relation to his tribe a man is the inalienable owner of his
land, but that in relation to his family or immediate dependants, he is no more than a partner or a trustee for the
land. This clearly is a tradition that is anti-collectivism.
Much the same thing can be said of Dr. Namdi Azikiwe,
the present Governor General of Nigeria and a militant
Africanist of long standing. His recently published
speeches bear ample testimony to the fact that the cast
of his mind is overwhelmingly anti-Marxist. The classstruggle, the indispensible base of social analysis for any
Marxist is completely absent from his thinking. HThis
country," he says, "should not condone the stultification
of its indigenous political philosophy by giving special
representation to a particular stratum of any section of its
community."
He repudiates violence. And, moreover, he has a profound respect for private enterprise and the citizen's right
to the enjoyment of his private property untrammeled
by the restrictions of the State.
Kwame Nkrumah and Sekou Toure are in a category
apart in that they proclaim themselves to be Marxists.
Nevertheless, a closer look at their thought makes it quite
clear that they are not Marxists at all. The evidence in
Nkrumah's case, as in the case of Azikiwe, is clear in his
collection of speeches recently published.
Azikiwe, the concept of the classstruggle is completely alien to his way of thinking. He
speaks in terms of the people or of the masses. He does
not look forward to the abolition classes but of equal
opportunity for all "regardless of class, tribe, colour or
creed". He does not believe in economic determinism.
"The history of the past ten years," he says, "has shown
indubitably that political power is the inescapable prerequisite to economic and social power." Political power
must precede economic emancipation. The furthest he
goes is to admit that economic distress often precedes
political change and "some would go as far as to say that
it is the main cause of it". Moreover, he is always quick
to maintain that he is also a Christian, and his belief in a
God that guides the destiny of people comes out clearly
in his speeches. " . . . nothing in the world can' be done
unless it has the support of God . . . let us now ask for
God's blessing .. . and give thanks to Almighty God for
having led us through obstacles. and difficulties ... to the
end of our trouble today". This was at midnight on
March, 1957, on the eve of Independence and it was perAS IN THE CASE OF
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haps the most dramatic speech he had made up to that
time, but it sounds strange on the lips of a "Marxist".
IT IS NOT, at first sight, easy to suggest that Sekou Toure
is not a Marxist, for of all the Nationalist leaders in Africa
he is perhaps the one that speaks like a real Marxist. He
believes in the Class Struggle and uses , this tool in his
analysis of the African scene on much the same pattern
as the communists. But the class-struggle in the end is
only an unnecessary tool in the hands of 5ekou Toure, for
he maintains that the colonial problem facing Africa now
overshadows. all others and the need is for the closing
of ranks, the union of all classes to overthrow colonialism.
One of the resolutions passed at the 1950 Congress of the
General Upion of Negro African Workers, at Conakry,
maintains that H.. . coloniai domination makes all reference to the class-struggle irrelevant. It renders it essential
to avoid the dissipation of strength in doctrinal conflicts".
Sekou Toure gave his blessing to this resolution. Indeed,
according to him "the real driving force of history is the
people" and not classes or clashes between classes as an
orthodox Marxist would maintain.
NOR IS THIS ALL. Almost all African nationalists are at
pains to explain that their policies and actions are not
primarily dictated by any theory but are responses to
conditions in Africa itself. Even when they prefer Socialism or Marxism, they are quick to add that this is Socialism or Marxism as conditioned by African society.
HAfrican Socialism" is becoming an increasingly popular
term used as well by 5ekou Toure and Nkrumah and by
Leopold Senghor. In Ghana an attempt is being made to
weld the different facets of this African Socialism into a
coherent political philosophy known as HNkrumaism;'. A
recent authoritative exposition of this philosophy shows
that it wears its Marxism thin.
In other words, Marxist language is used to express an
essentially African ideology. It is not accidental that the
sub-title of Nkrumah's I Speak of Freedom is "A Statement of African Ideology". The same desire to be African
rather than anything else is true of those militant trade
unionists who would be Marxists if Marxism had any
fascination for the African mind. As far back as 1959
5ekou Toure argued that African trade unions should
disaffiliate from the three main world trade union movements, namely the LC.F.T.U., the W.F.T.U. and the
W.F.c.T.U. The All-African trade union conference at
Casablanca brought this idea to fruition.
The conference passed a resolution calling upon all trade
unions in Africa to disaffiliate from all other national trade
union movements and join together in forming an AllAfrican Trade Union Federation.

ALL THIS IS NOT TO MAINTAIN that there is no part of
Africa where the Marxist analysis is applicable. The present multi-racial societies are almost copy-book examples '
of stratified societies where Marxism is so appropriate.
The division between the races almost coincides with the
economic divisions within the societies with the Africans at
the bottom and the Whites at the top. Where there are
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coloureds. as in South Africa. or Indians as in Southern
Africa generally. they are in the middle position.
In other words. the Africans are generally the proletariat
and the peasantry in these societies. There they are. therefore. most likely to develop revolutionary tendencies. In
Algeria they have already erupted violently. Nevertheless.
African nationalists have almost to a man eschewed
Marxism or Communism with the possible exception of
Mr. Oginga Odinga of Kenya. It is remarkable that in
South Africa, where the Africans have ·been conscious of
their unprivileged position longest and where the proletarian element is greatest, the most militant nationalists
to spring up, the Pan-Africanist Congress, have been
prompt with denunciations of communism.
There is evidence that Marxists are coming increasingly
to recognise that the rigid application of their theory to
African politics is unrealistic and does less than justice
to the facts. The working class is recognised as the mino.rity that it is, the peasantry is recognised as the broadest
mass basis of the national liberation movement and the
bourgeois and "many intermediate strata" are recognised
as playing special roles. Most significantly the power and
role of education are recognised. These concessions make
for a more flexible and more convincing analysis of the
role of classes in the national liberation movements in
Africa. But the whole analysis is still vitiated by the basic
weakness of historical materialism as applied to Africa.
It is confined within the boundaries of historical process
which is to end with the dictatorship of the proletariat
and it still attributes overwhelming importance to the role
of the working-class. The working-class is still the only
class capable of carrying the struggle through to the end,
whereas the peasantry although it forms "the broadest
mass basis" is only "a tremendous potential force", the
bourgeois are inconsistent and vacillating and the intermediate strata take wavering positions.
Perhaps it is Jack Woddis who has made the most
radical break with historical materialism in his writings
on Africa, although he writes from a completely Marxist
standpoint. In his recent book on Africa he goes into a
great deal of detail of the economic conditions of Africa
itself for the causes of the present anti-colonial revolt
and he gives an analysis of the class-structure which tries
to encompass the known facts. But on two points he breaks
decisively with the usual Marxist view. Firstly, he makes
no attempt to suggestthat the revolt is the result of economic activity in Europe, although he recognises the impact
that Europe has had and is having on Africa. Secondly,
he refrains from any attempt to put the African Revolution
in any predetemlined pattern in history. This is to say no
more than that he abandons historical materialism although
he retains the class-struggle as a tool of social and political
analysis. This is, far and above, the most realistic Marxist
analysis of the African Scene.
.
Jack Woddis has, indeed, pointed to the path that
Marxists have to tread in their writings on African politics
if they are to retain any influence over African minds.
In particular, Marxists have to take seriously the abandonment of the rigid application of historical materialism to
Africa. It is clear that what present-day Marxists mean
by the dictatorship of the proletariat is not what Marx
104

meant by it, but a People's Democracy and a "people's
democracy" secures not the dictatorship of the proletariat
but of the Communist Party or anyone who establishes
his ascendancy over the Party. And the corollary follows
that the proletarian revolution of present-day Marxists
is not the same as the proletarian revolution of Karl
Marx. To the latter. it was a revolution of the immense
majority in the interest of the immense majority, whereas
to the present-day Marxists it is a conspiratorial seizure
of power by a coterie of people. And those who take this
seriously, work within the international communist movement which is directed from Moscow. In the end. therefore, historical materialism, when applied to Africa, is no
more than a theory which has the aim of substituting
Soviet domination for Western domination.
No African nationalist is taken in by this.
•

In Aden goats
In Aden goats
Morosely pick among the dusty stones
And skinny Yemeni
Doze beneath their turbans and the Muslim moon.
And blue from .dingy cellars
The shish-kebab smoke whips
Sali vations from the
Famished streets.
Blind men shuffle through rubbish;
Prodding the [Xlvement sleepers
With their blinking sticks.
Here are two: the father is leading the son.
Clutching the morbid shadows, a crippled dwarf
Laughs horribly
As the moon unmasks his giant head.
In Aden the back-streets. showing their sores
And deformities beg.
On the garish front you may buy all kinds
Of optical goods
At reduced pricesBut the ragged Yemeni blown in from the desert
Sleep in the streets
like heaps of rubbish.
It is said that they queue for a drug
That makes them forget
And endure
When what they need is:
A leader.
I
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Pierre L. van den Berghe

The best South

Africa can do
John Clare
Caneville - The Social Structure of a
South African Town, by PIERRE L. VAN
(Wesleyan University
DEN
BERGHE.
Press.) S.A. price R5.95.

at its
worst can always be discounted on the
grounds that the various disabilities will ·
disappear with the full realisation of the
Vision. But say (incredibly) somewhere in
South Africa that dream had become a
unique reality. Here then, at last, would be
"real apartheid", no longer an abstract
hypothesis but a concrete and observable
fact. As a fiction you found it an illusive,
slippery thing. There were so many imponderables. If the author found himself in a
corner, he would simply invent another set
of characters, another situation. It was a
Protean thing; you could never pin it down.
Caneville is the fictitious name of a small
sugar town on the coast of Natal. There,
during the 1930's, the Company which owns
the estate initiated the "Caneville experiment". Its aim was to create "a perfect
sugar undertaking in an ideal, multi-racial
community". The Company hopes that "the
story of Caneville may be of use in promoting similar co-operation between the races,
not only in Africa but throughout the
world."
Mr. Van den Berghe, now associate professor of sociology at the State University
of New York, lived in the town for six
months and has produced what he believes
to be the first sociological analysis of a
South African community.
What is so incredible is that not only has
the Company done in Caneville what the
Nationalists have only achieved in their
wildest dreams, but they have done it
adhering strictly to Progressive Party principles. Here is South Africa at its best
and Mr. Van den Berghe's conclusion is that
"the disequilibrium in the social structure
is . rapidly increasing in a way which, I
believe, makes revolution unavoidable"

OF COURSE CRITICISM OF APARTHIED

the perfect example
of both a modern company town and. a
15th-century feudal estate. Everyone in
Caneville who doesn't work for the Company is engaged in servicing thost: wh<;, do.
The community is ruled by a. tnumvlfa~e.
President of the Company, pnme theonst
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CANEVILLE IS AT ONCE

of the Experiment and the "ruling monarch"· is Donald Sherwood (the names are
fictitious). He lives in "regal isolation in
a large mansion on top of a hill surrounded
by a large park" and is an admirer of
Nietzschtr. Rarely seen at public functions,
he plays th~ role of ·the distant but benevolent monarch and though he takes an
active part in the management of the Company, he "diverts the direct hostility from
himself" by delegating his power over the
town to Thomas Whitehead. Whitehead is
vice-president, mayor of the town and "his
majesty's" trusted First Minister. He is
the man of action "who implements the
policy in the township and who in the
process bears the brunt of people's criticisms". He lives in a neighbouring town,
not in Caneville, owns no property in Caneville, and hence is .an outsider. Sherwood's
son Reginald (affectionately known as "Mr.
Reg") completes the triumvirate. He is the
easily approachable, sympathetic person who
listens to people's troubles.
of the town is one
of benevolent despotism based on a certain
philosophy of racial discrimination· which
the Company calls "aggregation". The
theme is best illustrated by quotation from
Sherwood. himself:
"I think you will agree that the vast
majority of these people know nothing
whatsoever about democracy. Perhaps not
the vast majority but certainly the majority are unable to read or write. Would
not the inevitable result of applying the
democratic principle be that the Indians
of this district would be represented by
THE POLITICAL SYSTEM

a demagogue who stood on a box and
talked communism?"
and again;
"I . see .no merit in egalitarianism; but
I beheve ID government by discussion and
for that purpose I am prepared to accept
any person, irrespective of race, colour,
creed or sex, on the grounds of excellence
alone."
Finally;
"Before this government came into
po,,:er, there was friendly separation on
a give-and-take basis here in Caneville.
That's the way people like it. Each wants
to associate with his own people who
have the same outlook . . . But . before
the Nationalist Government it was not
. rigid. I believe that Progressive Party
has the right approach. The Liberal
Party would throw the country · into
chaos."
.
.In pract!ce, sars Mr. yan den Berghe,
thiS expenment in an "Ideal multi-racial
community" has "presented the Natitlnalists
with a blue-print of apartheid several years
before they came into office and before
the very word 'apartheid' was coined".
"Aggregation" is characterised in practiCe
by job reservation, residential segregation
and separate and unequal facilities. That
all this is "voluntary" of course, is demonstrated by the fact that government is "by
consultation wjth appointed representation
by racial groups". The system, according
to Whitehead himself, is designed to maintain White supremacy.
"By granting non-European representation
on the Council," says Mr. Van den Berghe,
"the fiction of government by consultation
and direct representation can be maintained,
while in no way endangering the power
monopoly of the Company."
FAMILY HOUSING AND GOOD MEDICAL care
are provided by the Company which maintains that "Our workers are happy here"
and "You have never seen a happier bunch
of Natives". But, says Mr. Van den Berghe,
"One may safely conclude that 90 per cent.
of the Africans and 60 per cent. of the
Indians in Caneville live in such poverty
as to make adequate diet impossible . . .
of all the single. sources of ailment in Caneville, malnutrition comes second highest".
The book's implications are enormous
and if it has anyone single "message", it
is that paternalism, if it is to work, implies
the acceptance of inferior status by the
servile group. Where this acceptance is
absent, as it is in Caneville and .as it is in
the rest of South Africa, discrimination in
any form and under any guise will continue
to bear within itself the seeds of its own
destruction.
Mr. Van den Berghe concludes that not
only has the breaking point been almost
reached but that the possibility of an orderly, gradual reversal of the vicious circle
has disappeared. "Change will probably
have to be revolutionary. The main questions are how bloody, long-drawn, and
violent that revolution will be, and whether
it will be liberal or socialist, racialist or
non-racialist. The answer depend in part
on how soon it will occur."
•
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the drawn curtains and
the sunlight stabbed hastily into the
room. A ray of light quivered and when
the curtain that played with it became
quiet and limp. the ray came to rest on
Bunny Rachabane's face. His eyes
opened. closed. opened. Two hands
appeared from underneath the blankets
and began to rub at the eyes. The body
turned. the arm stretched out toward
the record-player. A click and the turntable began to spin. The arm stretclaed
further. The hand rdted a record from
a pile that lay 0]1 the floor beside the
player. A few rpbments later the sound
of Charlie Parker·s· alto-Sax was caresI PULLED OPEN

HOWARD
LAWRENCE

Jazz
Epistle-3
BUNNY AT EIGHTEEN

Bunny Rachabane (altoist).
(trumpet).

LEFT:
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RIGHT:

Dennis Mpali

sing We heaithy bright morniBg. Bunny
Rachabane lay quietly listening until
the ballad ended then he swung his
body out of the bed and let his feet
hang over the edge. His boyish face
looked up and smiled. "What's the
time Dad?" he asked. "Ten o'clock"
I replied. "Jesus" he exclaimed, jumping up from the ~ed, "I've lost two
hours practice." Ite stepped over to
my desk where he had left his saxophone the night before. He fingered it
briskly. "Hell. we had a crazy session
last night" he said. "You should have
heard. man. Hell. it was swinging till
four this morning." He sat on the desk
and put the saxophone mouthpiece to
his lips. Up and down. up and down.
down. up, up. He ran through the
scales quickly. deftly. "Hell. I wish I
could get a scholarship to the Manhattan in New York" he said. "Ood.
there's such a lot a guy's got to learn
and the only place where .you can learn
it is in the States."
Bunny Rachabane is eighteen years
old. Musically. he was a child prodigy
- on the difficult but simply constructed penny-whistle.
By the time he was fifteen he had
toured South Africa and the British
protectorates three or four times. By
the time he and his parents attended
the first major Johannesburg concert of
the famous Jazz Epistle of Dollar and
Kippie Moeketsi. he had already decided to be a jazz musician. When he
sat down in his seat at that concert he
had already appeared in township jazz
sroups as a trumpeter. tenorist. baritonist and some other positions too.
But that night "I heard Kippie". His
face lit up with a huge radiant smile.
"I've been on alto ever since and I
don't intend changing either. any time."
He stepped over to his music stand
in the corner of the room and turned
the pages of a Cannonball AdderJey
Music Book then began to blow the
tunes published in it.
When he finished. he put down his
horn and said "I think I better wash
me and then go over to the club. Tete
will probably be there and then we can
practice till the show tonight."
"Where did you learn to read music.
Dad?" I asked him. He shrugged his
shoulders. "I bought teach yourself
books. Then I went to the Union
Artists Music School and now I'm back:
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on the books again." "Tell me" I said
"how did you manage to buy your
instruments?" He smiled sheepishly.
"The first instrument I ever bought was
the pennywhistle. I stole my mother's
grocery money. The money I earned
from shows with the pennywhistle, from
playing in front of the big blocks of
, fiats in Johannesburg's White suburbs
and from pennywhistle recordings of
popular African tunes helped me to buy
the instruments I played after that until
now I have this alto. which isn't paid
for yet."
where the group
Bunny plays in - the Jazz Disciples,
Tete Mbambiso. the group's pianistcomposer-arranger. was sitting at the
piano and struggling with the chords of
a new tune he had written dedicated
to Dollar Brand. Dennis Mpali their
leader and trumpeter was warming up
in a corner and Sammy Maritz their
bassist was tuning his bass. .The hall
was quiet except for the odd sounds
that emanated from the different instruments. When Bunny had finished piecing his saxophone together. the group
closed in around the piano and then
took off on "Linda's Thoughts" (a
Mbambiso composition and arrangement). They faded off at the bridge.
"Dad". Bunny said to Tete, there's ·
something wrong, it doesn't sound
right." "Yeh" Dennis agreed. Tete
played the bridge on the piano. The
others listened. "Let's take it from the
beginning again" Bunny said. They
did. Eleven times before he was satisfied that he done it right.
Came Sunday night's session at the
Jazz Mecca and the hall was packed
with people of all races.
An American gentleman sitting in the
front row watched Bunny with his eyes
closed. But he was listening, mostly.
When the set broke up for an interval,
the American stepped over to Dave
Saunders the owner of the club and
said "Man, that boy's got everything.
I haven't heard anything like him in
the past three years since I left the
States. Why don't you send him to the
States?"
After the . session Bunny and I returned home. We sat on the doorstep
outside my home and listened to the
night and spoke about many thingsmany things about jazz. A shooting
star ·raced across the sky and disap-

peare?' !3unny ~losed his eyes.
I dldn t ask him What he had wished.
I know.
He .wants to go to America
"That's the only place to l~rn jazz."
I only hope his wish comes true.

Jazz needs him. But more, we in South
Africa need him most. And like he
says: "Everybody leaves but never
come back to give us what they·ve ·
learned." I'm sure that if he gets his
wish, South Africa will benefit from it.

Accepting
Apartheid

AT THE JAZZ MECCA,
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j. F. Leslie
Whither the Transkei? by W. A. Bell(Howard Timmins,
Cape
wood.
Town) R1.75.

IT SEEMS IN KEEPING that the first book
published about the "self-governing" Transkei should be such a meagre little affair.
In a hundred-odd pages Mr.. W. A. Bellwood, a Johannesburg newspaperman, describes his few days in the Transkei
last November, paraphrases the Transkei
constitution,
sketches
in
some
history, and some post-election politics, pads with chapters about Verwoerd
and De Wet Nel, and closes with the question one had hoped he was going to try
and answer - "whither the Transkei?"
His material consists of interviews with
Paramount Chiefs Victor Poto and Botha
Sigcawu, Chief Kaizer Matanzima, and the
Hon. Hans Abraham; a reading of Soga's
The South-Eastern Bantu, Smuts' 1929
Rhodes Memorial Lecture at Oxford, Hansard, and "more than thirty years of observing South African governments and politicians". The last-mentioned; presumably for .
the press, has given him the pedestrian
style that would make the book wearisome
were it not so brief.
It might sound uncharitable to complain
thus of a book which is, after all, "critical
. . . of aspects of official policy". Within
its limits these criticisms are sober commonsense: the Transkei cannot develop
without White aid, for one thing, and
internal African politics may get out of
hand, for another.
What this reviewer find so deeply disturbing, however, is the fact that Mr. Bellwood is content to impose these very limits
on his argument. It is becoming commonplace to bewail the surrender of so many
non - Afrikaner Nationalists,
especially
among the English-speakmg Whites,to the
once heartily rejected apartheid policy. Has
this surrender ever been as flatly and inl:Ontrovertibly expressed as in Mr. Bellwood's statement: "Self-rule has crossed
the Kei. There is now no turning back.

State President (centre) and Chief Minister,
Umtata, 5 May
Tbt; country is committed to the enterprise.
IS not only commonsense but the duty
of . all to try by whatever means lie in their
power'to make a success of it."
Thus the new situation in South Africa in
which apartheid is no longer attacked but'
accepted subject to politely-suggested modifications. Thus does Mr. Bellwood impose
upon himself the limits of "Government
policy" - "there· is now no turning back"
- and politely criticises the handiwork of ·
the guilty men whose policies have made
the name of South Africa stink right round
the world.
It

WHY DOES MR. BELLWOOD do it? Because I ·
presume he like the Verwoerd Government
does not wish to "allow a position to arise
where South Africa's highly industrialised
and complex machinery of administration
could be taken over by another and much
less advanced race whose capacity for rule
they completely distrust". He differs from
Verwoerd only in his preparedness to admit
that the Africans "will get some limited
political rights one day . . . the time cannot be held off forever". So he proposes
"a Third House of Parliament chosen by
the Africans themselves" (with undefined
powers), "to supplement the 'national
homelands' policy".
So far have the Bellwoods and the class
of South African reader for whom this book
was intended travelled from the days when
J. H. Hofmeyr could look to the inevitable
future of South Africa and could say: "Go
forward in faith." How complete the Afrikaner Nationalist victory to have won their
former opponents over to their own fear
and distrust-ridden viewpoint.
It is idle to hope that someone will write
a book telling the truth about the Transkei and the Bantustan policy for Mr. Bellwood's readers. And Heaven forbid that
anyone should, in the Vorster era,· write
one suggesting how the "self-governing"
Transkei could · most effectively serve the
cause of freedom in South Africa. Truth
will prevail, freedom will be effected in
South Africa, nevertheless; and doubtless
the Transkei will play its part.
•
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Chief Hosea Kutako.
.
An official demonstrates et~l1lc
grouping in Windhoek's new locatIon
BOTTOM RIGHT: Contrasts in the old
Location: Victorian stateliness and a
tin pondokkie.
RIGHT:

BELOW:

Cages in Windhoek
Whose move?

"LOCK 'EM UP in cages and let 'em
out to work" has long been regarded
with nostalgia · by Whites. in South
Africa as the perfect but (alas) imposJOHN CLARE
siblesolution to the so-called "native
problem".
. He must live in a compound which
According to the theory of aerody- looks from the outside like a concentranamics the bee cannot possibly fly. but tion camp and is twice as impregnable.
the bee, being ignorant of the theory, The windows of the long, low dormitogoes right ahead and flies anyway.
ries are barred and glass is embedded
As with the bee so with Windhoek, in the connecting walls. Women are
administrative capital of South West . not allowed in. Each compound holds
Africa, which, being out of the main 500 men each of whom is working out
stream of White political thought, a contract of a minimum period of
knows nothing of the impossibility of twelve months and a maximum period
the cage theory of apartheid and has of eighteen.
gone right ahead and applied it anyWhen a man has completed his conway.
tract he must return to his "homeland"
Windhoek at night is uncanny. In a before taking another job.
country where 85 per cent of the people
But if the Whites in Windhoek have
are black, there is not a black face to the floating popUlation right under their
be seen in the streets after dark. Apart- thumb they by no means have it all
heid here is more rigidly applied than their own way with the permanent
anywhere even in South Africa.
residents.
Seven years ago they built Katutura,
AFTER I WAS ARRESTED for allegedly ena new African township five miles out
tering a restricted area without a permit, of town and well out' of sight. For
members of the Special Branch who seven years they have tried to persu~de
qoestioned me were primarily concer- the inhabitants of the Old Location,
ned to know what I was doing talking f
'
to "bloody natives". On the three or
four occasions when I (White) stopped
in Windhoek's main street to talk to
African leaders, · Whites .walking by
stopped and turned their heads and
glared at me with a horror and hatred
I have never before experienced in the
Republic.
Pride of Windhoek is the new R2
million State Hospital. Not merely is
it only for Whites, but non-Whites are
simply not allowed on the premisesnot even to scrub the floors or clean
the lavatories.
Every African in Windhoek who
does not qualify for permanent residence is classed as a migrant labourer.

situated on a hill above the town in the
best residential area of WindhOeK, t.o
move from their tin-shanty slum to thls
much-vaunted new, modem township.
And now, seven years later, Katutura
is a ghost town with 800 houses that
have never been occupied.
.
And here is the rock on whlch the.
Odendaal report will flounder.. The
Commission recommends that m t~e
interests of tidying up the apartheld
map 100,000 Africans "be persuaded
to move".
It is a fantastic undertaking by any
standards. But when one considers
firstly that for seven years the Government has failed to "persuade" a mere
6s000 in Windhoek to move five miles,
and secondly that to Africans the move
represents a great leap backward into
the oblivion of apartheid, the pr~spe~ts
of its succeeding are extraordmanly
bleak.
This defiance has naturally enraged
the authorities but South West Africa

is a young journalist
living in Cape Town.
J 0 HNC LA R E
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for his people and appealed over and
over again to the United Nations for
assistance "until I have become an old
man".
But. whereas he could say this without any bitterness. there were young
politicians in Windhoek who told me .
that the United Nations would never
help them and that the time had come
to look "elsewhere ... and so they
asked me about Chou En Lai's recent
visit to Africa.
PROMINENT WHITE
LIBERAL in
Windhoek who has made a life-long
study of the workings of the U.N. told
me that the case at the World Court
where Liberia and Ethiopia are charging South Africa with failing to fulfil
the terms of its mandate would drag
on for another "two or three years".
He said he was convinced that the decision would eventually be adverse to
South Africa and that this would then
be a basis for action which the world
powers would no longer be able to
ignore.
But there are African politicians in
Wiftdhoek who will not wait two or
three years. They demand "freedom
now". and they are deadly serious.
But there is a split .in the African
political front which may well be fatal
in a country as vast. as empty and as
short of political talent as South West
Africa.
On the one hand the young. embit-

A

is an International Territory and so
long as it remains the scene of a global
tug of war. the Government will be
wary of precipitating trouble.
of the new township is 95-year-old Chief Hosea Kutako
head of the proud. 35.000-strong
Herero nation. His face scarred by a
German bullet 60 years ago. the Chief
told me: "I am a man who wants
peace. I do not want war and bloodshed." And when a Herero talks of
war and bloodshed he knows what
these things mean.
When the Hereros rebelled against
the Germans in 1904 the German commander, Von Trotha. signed what was
called the extermination order. Fiftynine thousand Herero men. women and
children were slaughtered. And the
women pledged they would bear no
more children while the Germans ruled
in South West.
Now with this same proud spirit of
grim defiance. the Hereros have totally
rejected the Odendaal Commission.
Chief Kutako told me he would have
nothing to do with it. He rejected the
Commission's allegation that inter-tribal friction in South West was such
that one-man-one-vote would inevitably
lead to Congo-like chaos.
"Everyone here can live peacefully
side by side," he said. "and I include
the Germans and the Jews and the
English and the Afrikaners."
The aged Chief went on to tell me
of how he has struggled for freedom

LEADING THE BOYCOTT
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tered leaders of the two pohtlcal parties of any significance. SWAPO and
SWANU. have joined in an uneasy
federation. Against them is ranged
the greater stability of the Chief's
Council of the Hereros with close links
with the Basters and the Namas.
The leaders of the political federation are impatient of the Council's
moderation and accuse it of striving
to perpetuate a hide-bound and fossilised tribal tradition. The Council. on
the other hand. points out with some
truth that the politicians have no money
and can therefore do nothing, The
Council has appealed to them to support the National Convention they will
hold shortly which has as its object
the formation of a single party united
in its opposition to the apartheid policies of the Government.
But if the Africans are .divided. the
reaction of Whites to Oderidaal has
been as unanimous as it was predictable. Though many may have to give
up the farms they have built up over
the years. they are convinced that
White survival depends upon it and no
sacrifice is too great for the cause.
The reaction is interesting as an
indication of the real purpose of the
Odendaal report. African politicians
believe it is designed to secure not
merely White survival but perpetual
White supremacy too
And this. make no mistake. they will
fight.
•
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Democracy: an
abuse of terms
By permission of Peace News, London

Lewis Nkosi
Democracy in Africa, by SIR IVOR
(Oxford University Press.
5s.)
THE DIFFICULTY I personally find with
Sir Ivor Jennings' booklet on the problems of constitutional development in
Africa is not one of agreeing with his
views. some of which. broadly speaking, sound sensible enough; the problem I find with the book is, in fact.
partly of Sir I vor' s making. He seems'
to have gone out of his way to write
a book which scrupulously avoids controversy. It is a book which is a help
neither to the scholar of constitutional
development nor to the African leaders
attempting to come to some close engagement with the problems.
In the preface to this 89-page book
Sir I vor Jennings informs us that in
1955 the BBC had asked him to deliver
a series of talks discussing the problems
JENNINGS.
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which had arisen in the making of cOnstitutions for India. Pakistan and CeyIon. Later on, an expanded version of
these talks was published in book form
by the Cambridge University Press.
Consequently, when it was thought
that he had accumulated even more
knowledge on the problems of emerging Africa. he was persuaded to compile this handbook, I presUme as a
guide to the new nations in the process
of creating durable democratic institutions. Disarmingly, Sir Ivor hastens
to say in the preface that the task
involved "an unusual effort of compression and simplification", because
the material was written ·up in such a
manner that it could be translated into
some of the African languages.
But this is precisely the point upon
which this book lays itself open to
attack, for whatever admirable objec-

tives the author had set for himself,
there is nothing in this book which
would startle us into thinking anew, or
even briskly, about the problems of
democracy in the new Africa. As for
the African leaders themselves. one
would presume that they would have
gathered more information and know~
ledge on the problems of constitutional ~
developments and the solutions which
have been found to them than are presented in this booklet. For any
accumulated knowled$e and wisdom
that Sir Ivor lays claim to has been
"compressed and simplified" out of existence. To sketch out the history of
constitutional development in Britain
or in India and Pakistan and by implication to draw the conclusion that the
problems of modern Africa have to be
dealt with in a similar manner is to'
shun a more vigorous effort to grapple
with the problems as they present themselves to Africans.
The proposition that all men are
dancers and consequently that if they
applied themselves diligently they
would learn to execute the same steps
notwithstanding their cultural backgrounds is both attratlve and perplexing; it has been a useful one both for
liberals and African leaders attempting
to lever off the colonial grip on African
peoples. During the period before
independence it would not have done
for African leaders to claim, as they
now often do, that their historical background and tradition invests democratic
notions with a different content. What
they had to insist upon was not the
particularity of their cultural experience but the democratic notion that all
men are born equal, and therefore that
all men have a right to the vote, and
often this insisten~ led them to testify
to the sameness of peoples rather than
an equality in diversity.
The repudiation of the classical
notion of democracy is a post-freedom
phenomenon in Africa. Sir Ivor Jennings contends that to describe as
democracy any system of government
in which there are not at least two
parties is a sheer abuse of terms. It is all very well to contend that; but it is
not helpful to merely contend it; what
is required is to discuss the democratic
formulae in the context of African
history and background. .When Sir
Ivor demands that in order to satisfy
democratic requirements a state must
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have at least two parties. we understand him to be speaking from a particular historical and emotional position;
wc sympathise with his position. but in
itself this position is no answer to the
retort made by Dr. Julius Nyerere
when he asked where he is supposed
to obtain the necessary opposition that
Sir (vor insists upon.
LEADERS are
merely cunning when they make the
claim that a two-party system is an
alien form without any meaning for a
large mass of Africans is. on the part
of Westerners. being even more cunning or simplistic or perhaps uninformed about the dynamics of African
society and about the continuing role
of tradition in African politics. As far
as traditional Africans are concerned
there is very little difference between
opposition and rebellion. This springs
from their notion of society as being
a sacred hierarchy starting with the
God or gods. ancestral fathers. the
king and advisors (or elders of the
tribe) down to the ordinary citizens.
all of whom are presumed to have an
appointed place and social responsibilities in the society*. In this 'sense African societies have been. and still are.
both communalistic and elitistic. There
are grounds for criticising a society so
formulated. but to write a book on
constitutional development in Africa
and ignore the enduring and stubborn
persistence of these philosophic notions
in the collective life of the people who.
after all. are to be the custodians of
whatever constitutions are formulated
is to contribute nothing to the discussion.
The form which opposition takes in
traditional Africa is one of discussion.
often with many sharply dissenting
opinions. but once the majority has
been persuaded to the rightness of a
certain course opposition is seen as unn~essary. nor do those in power see
any need for counting heads. True
enough. African leaders can easily
manipulate this society for their own
power ends; at the same time there is
a real case to be met in the objection
by Africans that the counting of heads

TO SAY THAT AFRICAN

*See

PROFESSOR ABRAHAMS'

The

Mind of Africa. (Weidenfeld &

Nicolson. 21 s.)
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is not necessarily a better method of
assessing majority will. In societies
where the content of politics is indivisible from form and style citizens often
vote in favour of accents. school ties
and the toothy smile of the speaker
rather than for his poli(!ies. It is quite
conceivable that in this century a great
number of citizens do not vote one way
or another but are manipulated into
rubber-stamping programmes by political leaders who have kissed babies
more often.
This may be all right for technological societies which are so advanced
that manipulating votes like this does
not often entail a serious impediment
to good government; but in societies
where voting money for the building of
a dam may be a matter of life and
death a different form of opposition is
encouraged. Rightly or wrongly. African leaders think it proper to bar a
form of democratic selection that may
only involve a formalistic rather than
a deteminate choice. Also African
leaders feel. rightly or wrongly. that
they are passing through a stage of
economic development which can be
properly called a state of emergency.
rather like war-time. and in such
moments some of the rights of citizens
may be curtailed. They may be wrong
about this but I think it is a point to
argue.
.
The reason why the actions of African leaders often seem incomprehensible to Westerners is that they are not
often seen in the context of African
history and tradition. Recently the
Prime Minister of Uganda got married
and there were murmurs in this country about the number of champagne
bottles consumed at the reception.
While African societies must be vigilant about waste and unnecessary prestige projects. it is likely that cutting
them out altogether might in the end
contribute to a loss of pride and confidence in the society. In Africa a king
must not only rule but must be seen
to be ruling. It is quite possible that a
shoddy lustreless wedding might bring
down a government. In England it is
adultery on the part of a minister that
may do this. In the end we have to go
back to tradition and to the moral and
aesthetic notion of the society to
understand these phenomena; it simply
is not good enough to discuss democracy in the abstract.
•

•

"THE NOMADS IN BOMBAY," woodcut by
Chittaprosad in the first issue of D6J} Ny
Verden (The New World), published ISy the
Overseas Institute of Denmark, Glydendal,
Klareborderne 3, Copenhagen, with articles
and verse by Gunnar Myrdal, Alioune Diop,
Agostinho Neto, Ramgopal Agarwala,
Donald Hindley and others. The editors
aim to publish original material from
Africa, Asia and Latin America, "to throw
light on the cultural, economic and political
conditions in those countries". Den /lJy
Verden (80 pp.) will appear five times per
year.
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Young
Africa

"Fertility dance of courting Wakamba
couple (Kenya)," two of the 42 plates in
Young Africa (Phoenix House) by former
Drum photographer Peter Larsen. an account
of a ten-month drive from Dakar to Mombasa. The book is a readable, conscientiously
detailed account of the fifteen countries
spanning the continent from Kenya to Senegal, superficial because of its brevity, and
lacking any particular perception. Yet it has
the smell, look and sound of Africa, where
many more thoughtful and serious studies
of the continent lack these.
TOP:

"A Russian instructor teaches
young Guinean blacksmith work at the
Lycee Technique, Conakry."
BOTI'OM:
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This Way
Forward
Leonard Bloom
(Which Way Africa?) by Basil Davidson
(Pen&uin Books)
less than
10 years ago, the reactionaries wasted their
patronising rhetoric arguing that Africa had
no past. Now the cynics predict that Africa
will have no future. Basil Davidson is one
of the few honest writers about Africa who,
over the past ten years, has examined the
problems of the African renaissance;:calmly,
shrewdly and sympathetically, neither whitewashing faults nor exaggerating difficulties.
Davidson's historical studies of Africa
have been matched by his sharp observation
of contemporary events in his Report on
South Africa. Now in Which Way Africa?,
an addition to the valuable Penguin African
Library, he takes us into the future, into
"the search for a new society". Yet he
does not ignore the historical roots of the
African struggle for freedom. The efforts
of Africans to shake off the dead hand of
colonialism and slavery over the past centuries, are direct antecedents of their modern
struggles. Davidson's first three chapters
UNTIL GHANA WON ITS FREEDOM

I

lucidly re-assess the historical background
of modern Africa.
In his chapter "The African Groundwork", Davidson sketches the successful
development of Africa until r.e cent times:
this development was both technical (in
farming, metal working, mining, herbal
medicine and art), and social (in political
organisation, ideas of law and justice, religion and metaphysics). He warns that "it
is easy to exaggerate the apparent stagnation of 'tribal Africa'." It is indeed amazing
that despite often most hostile environments,
a wide range of successful social systems
developed in Africa, as' sophisticated as
those of their contemporary Europe. Do
not sneer, Davidson might have . told us.
When the "civilised" peoples of Europe in
the Middle Ages (and later) were slaughtering one another in a series of religious and
dynastic wars, in Africa there were large,
settled and peaceable states.
a substantial twoway traffic in ideas between Africa and the
rest of the world,but "The .Foreign Contribution" became a decisive and disruptive
force only in colonial times. "Contrary to
the claims of its prophets, colonial rule did
not 'civilise' Africa, or modernise Africa in
any meaningful sense of the word", in fact,
the central characteristic of colonialism was
the ruthless exploitation of Africa-its penple
and its material resources. The "crumbs
of educational and social enlightment"
usually came only after relentless agitation
by Africans, and the "crumbs" are still
distributed as meagrely as possible in those
countries where Africans are still subjected
to .alien rule.
Involvement with Europe brought modern

THERE HAS ALWAYS BEEN

A F RI CAN A

I

• Sir,-I would like to have the opinion
of other White South Africans on the way
they feel on being called "baas" by nonWhites.
I prefer to be referred to as "sir"
(meneer) when a non-White speaks to
me ... - The Star, Johannesburg. [L.H.]

Nevertheless, he has been refused a visa.
The Minister of the Interior has explained
that while the fact that he is an American
Negro does not disqualify ~im from visiting
the Republic, it has to be borne in mind
that there is a possibility, remote as it
may be, of him bec~ming involved in an
incident whilst in the Republic and this
is a risk that we cannot afford. South
Africa is on good terms with the United
States of America and we have to guard
against anything that may impair our
friendly relations. - Cape Times.
- Cape Times.

• We subsequently intimated our wish to
invite another eminent scholar, a professor
in one of the largest and most famous
American universities, to whom the above
objections could not apply, although he is
an American Negro . . .

VOORTREKKER MONUMENT
Visiting Hours: 9-5 p.m.
Sundays and Christmas Day: 2-5 p.m.
Tuesday (excepting holidays) CLOSED
Tuesdays for non-Europeans: 8.30-12
- Pretoria Publicity Association [A.H.]

Send contributions to Africana, P.O. Box
2068, Cape Town. One Prize of RI will
be awarded for the best item each
month, and two additional prizes of 50c
each.
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technology, and though this would ultimately have destroyed the bases of tribal
society ( as it did in Europe), when coupled
with the monstrous "involvement" of · the
slave trade, partition and colonisation, the
speedy dissolution ·of the traditional systems
of government was accelerated. Davidson
'seems to imply that colonisation was beneficial in bringing modern technology; it was
evil in its cavalier and cynical waste, exploitation and the degradation of the subject
peoples.
And now "nationalism" is the key concept in African social and political affairs.
"Key ideas" and "political springboards"
are discussed in two chapters. African
Nationalism: "the simple and straightforward demand for equality of rights";
the positive message of · Pan-Africanism,
that "nearly all of Africa . . . shared the
same basic problems"; the African Personality, which asserts the "basic unity within
the countless diversities of African life", are
all part of an overall growing consensus in
Africa about the need for restoring unity
to an Africa riven by colonialism. This
is not "the groundwork for racialist obscurantism but '. . . a means of preaching
humanist unity".
Aime Cesaire: "For it is
not true that all the work of man is finished/
that we have nothing more to do in the
world." Modern African resistance to colonialism ~as consistently demanded that with
the material benefits of technology must be \
mingled the spiritual ones of humanitY.
Africa's arrival to the company of modern
states brings with it_humanistic values that
Collt;nued overleqf

DAVIDSON QUOTES

• For the Selective. (We are Europeans
only.) Walk-In Dry Cleaners, 17 Northvaal
Arcade, 227 Vermeulen Stre.et. One-day
Service. - Rand Daily Mail. [G.B.]
• "I made good speeches on a soap-box in
Hyde Park and not-so-good speeches in Parliament," he said. He had been in jail: "I
was a political prisoner for less than 90
days." (Laughter.)
- Cape Argus, quoting the State President, Mr. C. R. Swart, in an after-dinner
speech to University of Cape Town students.
(E.S.)
• Several White waitresses who were hired
to serve at a diplomatic reception in Johannesburg yesterday, walked out when they
discovered that it was multi-racial, with
many Africans and Indians among the
guests.
The catering manager said:
"No action can, or will be taken against
these women. I had not heard of the
incident. I received a telephone call during
the reception simply to tell me that all was
well.
"These are hazards we experience."
- Rand Daily Mail. [E.P.]
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deft technology had almost banished from
the earth.
About one-half of the book deals with
the three-fold challenge of Ignorance, Sickness and Poverty, and it is shameful to read
how modern economics and technology were
used to drain Africa, rather than to enrich
it. "The real colonial crisis" was not simply the incompatibility betwe.e n the colonial
system of rule, and the African drive for
freedom, but was the utter decrepitude of
Africa, caused by the exploiting colonial
economics. There is no excuse for the
subjection of any part of Africa in 1964;
there is small excus.e for the legacy of
disease, illiteracy and barely-subsistence
economies.
I found the most interesting parts of the
book the discussion of means employed to
achieve a new society. The one-party state?
Socialism? Federation? Some form of neoCapitalism? Neutralism? The future of

Two Poems
from France
Rulers
This is a rainy night
Rulers unroll scrolls of wretched landscapes
And boast and drink and dance under
the silvery disc of chandeliers
In castles threatened like pleasure boats
in a furious ocean.
(They are like insects that dance
around a street lamp,
Looming in the fog of a stormy sky)
This is a seismic night;
Water-divide hills sink into valleys
And rivers flow backwards.
Our faces and farms drip with salt
water from the flooded ocean;
But while our hope splits like lips in
winter
We must seek the reticent sea-gull
before it drowns
Mourned by stray crows.
Such is the fate of the wicked kingdom
Governed by gorgeous parrots.

Democracy. All these are issues in these
times of flux, and Davidson shows how
new and coherent societies are forming in
such divergent countries as Ghana, Nigeria,
Uganda and Tanganyika. In the long run
the future of national sovereignty is inseparable from the question of economic
advance. Dr. Nkrumah has declared, "We
must unite or perish", and Davidson could
well have discussed the possibility of South
Africa's eventually giving up her narrow,
bitter nationalism and uniting with the other
members of the continent to which it belongs. South Africa's electorate should be
ashamed that her apartheid policies preclude
her from joining in the imaginative and
brave attempts to "co-ordinate and intensify
. . . efforts to achieve a better life for
the peoples of Africa".
is one of qualified
optimism, with lessons particularly relevant

DAVIDSON'S "MESSAGE"

Extract from
Grottoes of Glory
... blow bugles into the sensual night.
We must leave them in bed Those women who promised us ooral
islands of desire
And intimate leisure in lake-side hotels.
Fly like birds.
Make bullets of the stars;
Leave behind the litanies of the tiny
princes
And the charity of their lost lessons
on life . ..
MBELLA SONNE DIPOKO

"For united nonracial action"
subscribe to

to the scornful, and the faint-hearted.
Davidson is not afraid of the future; nor
are politically conscious Africans. The
Addis Ababa Charter of Unity (25th May,
1963) , signed by 30 heads-of-state, and setting out boldly and clearly the tasks to be
accomplished in the Africa of the future, is
printed as a culmination to the book.
Davidson's preceding 182 pages, all too
briefly, serve to emphasise the practicality
of this thoughful manifesto, which may well
one day be regarded as major a document
in world history as the charter of the
United Nations. I look forward to Davidson's volume Freedom - the First Twenty
Years, publish,ed by Penguin Books in 1977,
in which he traces the period since Ghana's
independence. This book will include an
account of the young South African Democratic Republic. We will be able to learn
much by then from the mature independent
ex-colonial states.
•

IAfrica

Report I

THE MOST WIDELY-READ
AMERICAN JOURNAL ON
AFRICA

Objective. comprehensive news
on a country-by-country basis;
expert analysis of trends and dynamics;

personality

profiles;

maps; photos. Book Department
reviews all major new books on
Africa
South Africa's freedom newspaper,
eight pages fortnightly,
Se (6d) per copy
African postal union: RI.<40 (14s.)peryearsur·
face, R2 (£1.0.0.). per year airmail. Elsewhere:
R 1.70 (17s) per year surface. airmail rates on application. All prices halve for half-year. Write
Subscription manager, Box 1979, Cape Town.

11 issues each year plus a year-end
index $6.00 per year

AFRICA REPORT
Dept. NA, Suite 505,
Dupont Circle Bldg.,
Washington 36, D.C. U.S.A.

MBELLA SONNE DIPOKO
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Rivonia Notebook
ELIZABETH WILSON
in Pretoria is reminiscent of the
Reform Club in London. Both are the preserves of men.
Both-have marble floors on which high heels make a much
louder noise than their size warrants, and in both places
it is very difficult to find the ladies' lavatory. (In the
Reform Club on Ladies' Nights an upstairs cloakroom a~d
part of the library are put aside as the Powder R00!D; m
the Supreme Court you go along lon~ green. comdors,
down some outside steps and past notices saymg Judges
Only). Hats aren't essential feminine wear in t~e Reform
Club, but they are in the Supreme Court and If you are
not wearing one in court a policeman taps you on the
shoulder and tells you that you ~hould. In both .places
there are large flights of steps leadmg to a vast mam hall
from which heavy polished doors at regularly spaced
intervals lead you to smaller rooms; both have a balcony
running around the main hall 'Yith. more heavy: doors
leading to yet more rooms. Talkmg IS subdued; m both
places a shout or a scream or a whistle would make you
look up. There the rese!Dblance stops. In .~ondon the
doors lead you to die hbrary or the televISIOn or the
barber; in Pretoria the doors are the entrance to .the
courtrooms. The uniformed porters of London are pohcemen in Pretoria, and the Reform Club's wine cellars are,
in the Supreme Court, presumably police cells.
THE SUPREME COURT

is exactly what a cinema-goer would
expect. You are surprised that it is no bigger, that there
aren't more people there. You have automatically f?und
your way on to the side for White people and begm to
wonder who the others are. The reporters, are nearer
the judge and the dock; the people in the public pen ca,? 't
be the press. Are they relatives of the accused? SpecIal
Branch? Young lawyers? Tourists? One woman looks
friendly, perhaps an American. Who are the two very well
dressed women just in front who obviously know about
the headgear rule since each wears a jaunty hat? (One
girl, who has not even the scarf that serves as a hat ~or
most other White women spectators, sits on the bench WIth
her escort's somewhat grubby handkerchief folded above
her beehive). As the case goes on, and the benches beco!De
harder and you wish desperately that there were s<;>methmg
either to lean your elbows on or your back agamst, you
THE CRIMINAL COURT

ELl Z AB ET H W I L SON, an Englishwoman, has recently

toured South Africa.
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fidget, cross and uncross your legs, sit with. ~our hands
clasped round your knees, change your P?SItl(~n several
times in five minutes, wonder what the tIme IS, almost
envy the man who is being cross-e~am.ined because he asks
for, and is given, a chair. You find It dIfficult to co~centrate
and look once again at the benches of Non-WhIte spectators. There are fewer Africans and Coloureds present
than White people, and they don't fidget or leave the court.
You think you recognise Mrs. Mandel<l; a.nd perhaps Mrs.
Sisulu and wonder how you would feel If It were your husband who was facing the judge, if you knew he faced a
sentence of death. Would you be able to bear being there
day after day; would you be able to bear not being there?
And if you weren't allowed to talk to your husband. how
would you know whether or not he'd want you to WItness
his trial? Mustn't the brief moments when you see each
other in the courtroom be more heartrendmg than not
seeing each other at all?
THERE ARE POLICEMEN everywhere. At least two to each
exit, and several scattered around the courtroom. Each
time anyone leaves or enters the room he bO\ys t? the
judge, who doesn't notice. The reporters ~re scn~blmg ~t
a long table on the right; above them SItS the Judge ID
scarlet for whom everyone stood up when he entered. Just
below sits some official (the clerk of the court, perhaJ?s?)
who appreciates the prosecuting counsel's effo~ts to hve~
up the cross-examination and. lau~hs when ChIef l:~thuh
is referred to as "the Nobel pnzewmner - for peace . The
man in the dock has his profile to us but som~times tun~s
towards his questioner and then we can see hIS face. It ~s
difficult to hear him at first, but then one seems to hIt
the same wavelength and audibility is no problem. How
can a man stand being cross-examined all day, for several
days at a time? How d?es ~e stay so calm, ~ow can he
smile so cheerfully at hiS fnends when there IS a recess?
THE BACKS OF THE EIGHT other accused impede the view
of the court. Although spectators are divided into Whites
and Non-Whites, the accused are all in the safi?e box,
Africans, Whites, and Indian together, higgledy plggledy.
Once they have settled down on their bench (always they
come in in the same order and sit in the same place) they
watch the proceedings and don't look behind them at us.
But when they entered they looked for their relatives and
friends and gave them huge smiles. Nelson M~nd~la does
sometimes look round during the cross,-exammatIOn and
smiles widely towards his wife.
Everything seems very slo~. The questions come ~lowl~,
the man in the dock takes tIme to answer; sometImes It
almost seems like a thoughtful discussion. Documents are
produced from a large cardboard box which would seem
more at home in the kitchen or garden shed. There are
very few dramatic moments, ~.ut o.ccasionally the ac~used
does lose his apparent calm. I Wish you could be m an
African's position," he tells his examiner, "and see for
yourself what persecution is like." The court is startle?,
somewhat embarrassed. "Ooh la la," titters the girl ID
Army uniform near me. The German woman on the other
side is more affected. "It is terrible, terrible," she says,
•
"why did they do it?"
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Words
Words
Words

SOMETHING MUST BE SAVED from the
wreck of the Press Commission whose
final report has made a laughing stock
of the Commissioners and the Government. The Nationalist right wing is
typified by Mr. Greyling, MP, who,
according to Die Burger, told a Sea
Point Nat. audience that everyone who
interfered with White Unity should
be liquidated (gelikwideer). The Press
Commission Report has set them baying, and if there is any liquidating to .
be done (always supposing that Greyling used the word metaphorically) the
main targets for the Press Commisioners' abuse will be dealt with first. These
are Stanley U ys of the Johannesburg
Sunday Times and London Observer,
and Anthony Delius of the Cape Times
and Manchester Guardian, both of
whom are also read in newspapers in
other parts of the world. Perhaps the
Nat. right-wing will be satisfied with
the gagging of Uys and Delius: it is
unlikely that a Press Council will be
set up to tarnish our Free Press reputation abroad.
The outcry will last a few weeks,
loyal leader-writers will keep the incident alive with occasional references,
and the victims will find other ' employment for their considerable talents.
No doubt they will be told commiseratingly that their proscription has cost
the Government R355,OOO and 14 years
work by a full-scale Commission,
hp.aded by a Supreme Court judge, who
had no other duties all those years.
No other concrete results may be
expected from the Report.
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But though these writers may well
merit the time and money the Government has spent on gagging them, the
Press Report may have other unhappy
results for which no legislation will be
needed. Journalists have mouths to
feed and few are as talented and
employable as Messrs Uys and Delius.
Soon, every press cable going out of
the country may have been precensored by its sender, in his anxiety
to . escape a future public pillorying .
with its possible ill effects on his career,
as the situation worsens here. If Uys
and Delius are gagged, the self-censor. ing will ~ all . the more likely to take
the sting out of any news unfavourable
to apartheid and the Verwoerd Government.
Internal news will also be affected
by the growing apprehensiveness. Many
South African editors and proprietors
will continue to claim that we have a
free press, while that monument to the
liberal tradition and to the work of
Pringle, Fairbairn and Greig nearly a
century and a half ago, is dragged
further into the dust.

•

on "The
Origins of the Cape Franchise Qualifications -of 1851" in the current Journal
of African History casts rare light on
the now shadowy figure of William
Porter, one of the few truly Liberal
advocates of the non-racial franchise
in the old Cape House. Porter, whom
a contemporary called "the most admirable orator 1 ever listened to in the
Colony or in England", was AttorneyGeneral from 1839 to 1866, and championed the non-white vote when the
Cape Franchise of 1853 was. being
decided upon. He argued that the' only
way to learn political responsibility was
to exercise such responsibility, refused
to concede that a mass electorate was
necessarily more gullible th~n one 'of
elitist origins, and condoned the ignoranceof the new electorate, Coloured
and Dutch, thus: "White men and
Coloured men alike choose members
who feel for them, and who will look
after their interests, and more knowledge than this 1 do not look for in
the first instance."
Trapido writes: "As for those who
argued that the Coloureds were a politically dangerous group, Porter claimed

that if this were so, then the best way
to disarm them politically would be to
give them the opportunity .for exercising the franchise, because, he observed,
'1 would rather meet the Hottentot at
the hustings voting for his representative than meet the Hottentot in the
wilds with his gun upon his shoulder.' "
Some of Porter's speeches were published in 1886 - thirteen years after he
had left the Colony, but they covered
only the first six years of his time here,
ending in 1845. The rest must be
scattered in Blue Books and contemporary newspapers, awaiting the biographer who must one day redeem the
half-forgotten Porter.
Although he and his. radical colleagues were looking far into the future
when they drafted the £25 property
qualification clause in the 1853 constitution, they can scarcely have seen that
the passing of time would have bring
in the colour bar that they rejected.
By 1936, their non-racial franchise was
finally routed out of the Union constitution, and is now only a memory. But
it established a principle in Sbuth
Africa, one that must return.
•
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My Fi rst Five Years

2

Encounters with a School Principal

J.

AMIE

THE YEAR 1962 will always be remembered as a particularly momentous one at this school. For it was the year
of the "wild" matrics and the Great March. On 31st
May. 1961. the old Union of South Africa was formally
replaced by the Republic of South Africa. In the Cape.
the Administrator, as head of the province and most of
its schools, suggested that it would be appreciated if
schools would celebrate the first birthday of the Republic
in a fitting manner. If ceremonies were held at schools
such schools could close early. The price of not celebrating
was a normal school day. Many progressive schools decided to ignore the Administrator's advice. Our school,
unfortunately. was not a progressive school.
To my surprise my principal approached me about a
month prior to Republic Day with the request that I should
prepare a short survey of the history of South Africa fro';ll
the earliest times up to the establishment of the Repubhc
in 1961. , Before I could reply he was saying:
'''But I want only facts. I don't want comment."
"But in any summary, one will have to select facts so
that interpretation is inevitable."
,
"I don't want interpretation, only the bare facts."
"One cannot just have bare facts. They must be arranged. put in order of importance ... "
"I don't want any political analysis."
"But any historical survey will necessarily have to show
the compiler's approach to history. His ideas about current history will be apparent . . ."
"Only the facts."
"In South African history the mere facts. of course. can
be very damning . . ."
"Well. in any event. no propaganda. See what you can
do."
"But surely. I have not yet agreed to do this survey.
There are a few features about the whole matter that I do
not like."
Of course. if this had been a progressive school one
could have given a really t~enchant backgr<;)Un~ to the
establishment of the Repubhc of South Afnca 10 1961.
The origin and purpose of segregation could have been
traced. One could have shown what lay behind the Great
Trek. how the "liberty-loving" Bo~rs ~ncluded a clause of
no equality between Black and White 10 Church and State
in all their constitutions. One would have traced the long
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history of the wars of dispossession which began in the
17th century and culminated in the crushing of the indigenous South West Africans by the Germans in 1907. One
could have dealt with the South African Act, drafted at
the National Convention and passed by the British Parliament, which completely ignored the majority. of Sou.th
Africans and which laid the constitutional baSIS for diScrimination and racist oppression and exploitation. The
history of South Africa since 1910 could have been analysed as attempts of the "Herrenvolk" to entrench themselves.
But, as I have said, this was no progressive school. and
I had to tell the principal that for reason~ of conscience
and political principles I could never do his survey. The
Vice-Pricipal was then assigned the task. but apparently
he found it too laborious so the scheme was dropped.
However. I was now persona non grata No. 1 with the
principal.
to be. Tuesday. 29th May. 1961
(the next day RepUblic Day would be celebrated, for the
31st May was Ascension Day) started as usual. But the
atmosphere at school seemed tense and different to that
of other days. A sense of expectancy and foreboding was
in the air. Everything seemed uncanny.
The first period had hardly been on for about twenty
minutes when the whole school suddenly vibrated to the
voice over the intercom.:
"The whole school- pupils and all staff membersmust go to the quadrangle immediately." Urgency an~
anger were mixed in the tone. Something was most deCIdedly amiss.
When the whole school was assembled in the quad the
principal began:
.
"I have called you here now for a very Important reason.
As you know. we had planned to say somet~ing fitting
later in the day to commemorate the first anmversary of
the founding of the Republic. However. agitation has been
at work so as to upset our plans. It is with deep regret
that I have to make known that it has come to my notice
that some of the standard X boys had been going about
the school yesterday telling the other pupils to boycott
the proceedings to-day. I have not words enough to describe this despicable action of theirs. Of course, they have
been but the willing tools of agitators, who are also represented - to my shame - on my own staff.
"I now wish to issue a challenge. I want all those students and staff members who had not intended to attend
our commemoration ceremony later to-day to go back to
their classrooms now. Do so now."
The response to this challenge was overwhelming and
came like a bombshell to the principal and his teacher
hangers-on. Evidently the chief had thought that no
student would dare move for fear of victimization and
that only a small number of teachers would perhaps accept
the challenge.
But he had completely underestimated the political consciousness of the students.
A tense silence lasting about three seconds followed the
principal's words. And then a Standard X boy stepped
TH[, CLIMAX WAS YET
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sideways and it had happened. The Great March had
begun.
In another few moments about 70 per cent of the stude~ts, from Standard VI to Standard X, were moving to
theIr classrooms, following the lead of the senior class.

TH!S WAS SOMETHIN? .quite extraordinary, something
umque. The vast maJonty of a school population was
o~enly defying a principal who had always thought he had
!hings under complete control. To the principal, no doubt,
It was a most unp~easant eye-opener, a shocking disillusionment. :ro me, thIS moment was immensely moving. This
wa~ bli~s. My heart could not but beat with joy and
satlsfactIOn.
For the youth ~a? shown they could be -relied upon.
They were not vIctIms of pro-Apartheid indoctrination.
They clearly demonstrated that they had human dignity
and self-respect and would have nothing to do with Herrenvolk Republican celebrations.
.If the students had exhibited an enlightened attitude,
thIS was not the case with their teachers. Sad to relate,
only seven of the thirty teachers had walked off. The rest
had supported their principal.
'
In the staff room later that day a few of us had heated
argume~ts with the oJ?posing group. They maintained that
the. I?uptls had bee~ mfluenced, that they were victims of
pohtlcal propagandlsts, that many of them did not know
why they had walked off. And so on. Only they, it
seemed, had acted on principle in siding with the principal.
SOl1!e even had the audacity to say that they had remained
behmd because no ceremony involving flag-raising had
been contemplated! When the political conscience is under
fire, the crudest forms of rationalization come shamefacedly to the fore.
Needless to say, like the progressive schools, our school
too had a full day without any further interruption in the
normal school work.
.
. .But the matter could obviously not rest there. The animal.s after all had revolted. Heads, therefore, would most
decIdely have to fall.
Authority was informed. The parents of senior pupils
~ere approached. Even the parents of some of the recalcItra'!t teachers received word from the principal. The
matnculants who had taken the lead became the heroes
of most pupils and the enemies of most teachers. Some
senior teachers refused to greet the Standard X class. Of ·
course, .the principal was furious for the rest of the year.
At thIS school, as elsewhere, an annual farewell function
is held for the matriculants. But, as you have no doubt
gu~ssed, no such ceremony took place in December, 1962.
WIld, uncouth and impertinent teenagers deserved no
farewell party, it was declared.
AT TH~ FIRST STAFF MEETING in January, 1963, the principal laId down · rules again and generally aired his · views.
Suddenly he remarked:
"And ladies and gentlemen, please be very careful about
what you say in the. classroom. Remember, as I have
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said so many times. before, J have my means of finding out
what goes on in the classrooms. You can be sure of
that ...
"~d do no! foist your own personal opinions on the
pupIls. You Will be surprised to know how easy it is to
~auge from the examination scripts of pupils what goes on
III the classro?ms." I c~uld tell something was afoot.
The followmg day a CIrcular from the principal was sent
ro~nd to the teacher~. Amongst other innocuous routine
thmgs was the followmg -point:
"Teachers must confine themselves strictly to the textb?oks. No interpretations are permissible. The personal
VIews of teachers are of no value. This applies especially
to the teaching of history."
.I refused .to ~cknowledge this and requested an interview
WIth the pnnclpal. As a teacher, and especially a history
teach~~, I could never accept such an injunction. Not unsurpnsmgly, other teachers remained quiet, thinking falsely
that they were not the target of attack. They failed to see
that ~ matter of grave educational import was at stake:
the · nght. of the teacher to teach in a scientific humanistic
and conscientious manner. In short: the right of the
te~ch~r to educate truly. But apparently because the
prmclpal had seen fit to formulate a rule like that, there
was presumably sO!llething in i~. ~f c~)Urse, there was very
much more than Just somethmg m It. The whole thing
was disgraceful.

MY SUBSEQUENT INTERVIEW with the principal proceeded
more or less as follows:
.
.
"I havC? refused to acknowledge that particular point,
for I feellt amounts to a complete negation of educational
principles and methodology."
"Yes, go on," he said, looking very stern.
. "I think th.e one who formulated that particular climse
~ould not senously have meant what he had written. For
If one had to follow that instruction, one would have to
stop teaching entirely and just read from the prescribed
.
textbook.
"If one is to give a lesson on the basis of a particular
textbook, one obviously cannot quote verbatim the words
of the author co~cerned. One cannot even give all the
facts as presented m the book. Therefore even if a teacher
prepares a lesson only on the basis of his textbook he will
still have to decide what aspects of the subject' require
more stress than others. And to do .this be himself will
have to evaluate the material in the textbook. In other
words, he must interpret the material for the,class.
. "Furthermore," I went on, "the language of a textbook
IS very formal, and one will have to transform this formal
language into clear, direct classroom language by the
technique of simplification, analogy, cross references and
~o forth. Thus !he injunction is self-contradictory: Even
~f you adhere strIctly to one textbook, you must necessarily
mterpret. In other words, you cannot adhere to a single
.
textbook and not interpret.
"But surely the conscientious teacher does not adhere
to one textbook only?"- Surely, reference books magazine
articles, and sometimes even newspapers, are' consulted
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and during the lesson the knowledge gained in this way
will be conveyed to the class?
.
"And if the teacher may not interpret, how on earth
will literature - a novel, a play, a poem - be discussed
in class? Surely, a teacher's interpretation of a particular
poem or character is the sine qua non of teaching literature?"
"But I was not referring to literature," the principal
cut in. "What you say of literature is true, but I had
history teaching in mind."
"But you did not put it that way. Those first three
sentences are clearly meant to apply to all subjects. There
is no qualification: It is only the fourth sentence that
specifically refers to history and then presumably as one
of many subjects.
"Now, let us consider history. For our Senior History
Course there are quite a few textbooks to choose from.
We have Fowler and Smit, Boeseken. Boyce, Otto. Geen
and Van Jaarsveld. for example. These books all have
their good features but none is exhaustive enough to be
used alone. So you will have to uSe most or ·all of ~them
in order to supplement oneariother. These books refer
the teacher and student to. other books and references for
further study . . And rightly so.
"In history teaching interpretation is essential. Just
think of something like the causes of World War I or .the
reasons for. the rise of Nazism. Various given causes will
have 'to be interpreted and their relative importance assessed. Or consider the causes of the Great Trek - where
will the emphasis be laid? Or compare the functioning
-of .a unitary constitution with that of a federal one. Without the teacher's personal ass.essment and interpretation
the student will be lost.
"There are, in fact, history questions set by the Education Department which require candidates to compare
things, for example, the Cape Constitution of 1854 with
that of the Transvaal of 1858. The student is actually
asked to state which one he considers the more democratic.
Obviously, interpretation here plays a great role and the
teacher will have to give guidance."
"But. Mr. X," said the principal, "we have examined
your Standard X history scripts of last June and we have
found that the pupils had used certain terms in inverted
commas, like "European" and "non-European". Surely.
you must admit that you have been influencing the pupils
with your oWn personal views."
(I later on discovered that this practice of scrutinising
the scripts of students of certain teachers had been going
on for some time. Signs of political influence were looked
for. Apparently in my · case they had found more than
enough.)
"But what is the point at issue?" I asked. "Is it not
a question of what is true, historical and scientific? And
is it not probable that my views on the subject are more
scientific than those of most South African school history
textbook writers whose works have often been condemned
by overseas educationalists, like Profes~or Lauwerys of
London University?
"The use of inverted commas is quite a legitimate
practice. Either one is quoting from another work or
author or one wishes to indicate one does · not entirely
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agree with the formulation or designation concerned. I
think the latter has been the case here. I am a scientific
humanist and accept the basic scientific fact that all mankind belongs to one, indivisible biological entity -homo.
sapiens. All mankind I consider to be one, diverse family.
And I must admit that in my teaching this idea always
forms the basis of my approach to things. Arbitrary
divisions and labels I have no time for."
. "So," he spoke triumphantly, "you admit that you have
been influencing the pupils politically. Thank you, for
the admission. At least now we know where we stand."
"I shall readily admit that I have at all times endea.voured to adhere to scientific facts and ideas about mankind. If that is a crime, I willingly plead guilty."
"But don't you think that if you tell people there are
really no Whites and non-Whites, only human beings, that
you are in fact encouraging them to be anti-White, to hate
the White people?"
"It. is most difficult to see how a philosophy of humanism based on · the acceptance of the equal worth and
grandeur of all mankind can by any stretch of the imagination be construed as fostering any form of racialism.
On the contrary, it is the iniquitous system of Apartheid
that breeds racialism ... " And so on.
At the end of the interview the principal said he was
not going to change the injunction concerned, as. that was
still how he felt. He warned me that I should be careful
as to what I said, especial1y in class. In future, he would
visit my classes more often to see just what exactly was
going on. I should furthermore remember that higher
authorities had been informed of my attitude.

UP TO NOW I have concentrated on a survey of my relations with the principal, for he was the central figure and
chief agent of government aims and methods at the school.
And remember the above only covers the five years up to,
and including, 1963. The Coloured Affairs Department
only took over formally in January, 1964, but, as has been
indicated. the seeds of regimentation and brain-washing
had been planted long ago, at least at certain schools.
As to the teachers, at this particular school they came
and left in a steady stream. Some of the best teachers
had left because of the intolerable conditions obtaining
at the school. Some of these had been very progressive,
politically conscious, and above all, dedicated educators.
However, the vast majority of teachers I had to work with
were disappointing. To them teaching consisted merely
in re-hashing of text-books. Very few of them consulted
reference works. Reading - general fiction and non-fiction
- seemed almost taboo, other than works by their favourite authors who appeared to range from James Hadley
Chase to Frank Slaughter.
Discussions in the staff room were on the whole dull or
frivolous. Occasionally a national or international event
would cause some people to air their reactionary views.
Sustained, logical argument was rare.
The support from the teachers for the cultural society
of the school had been shockingly disappointing. The reason could have been that the principal did not at first
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recognise the society which was founded in 1961 .a nd that
it did not have his official blessing. The society provided
a forum for the students to broaden their mental outlook
by debates, symposia, lectures and quizzes. It had been
suggested at the time that the 1962 matriculants gained
their wJlitancy largely in the cultural society. No wonder
that the panel inspectors' report of that year referred to
it. sarcastically, as a so-called cultural society.
about life at such a school
was the students. Many of them were determined young
people who earnestly sought to increase their knowledge
and understanding of things. Some seniors, of course,
were lazy and lax and did not seem to have any goal.
Many juniors again, I found to ·be rather frivolous. But

THE ONLY REDEEMING FEATURE

in St.B.lidard IX things seemed to chal)ge and a more
matured and responsible attitude towards life and work
was slowly discernible in many of them.
I have often been asked why it was that I remained
so long at this particular school and under those ~dverse
conditions. The gist of my reply has always been that if
it were not for the joys, exhilaration and intellectual
stimulation that my contact with the youth provided me.
I am afraid that I too would have left long ago.
But. if all progressive teachers deserted schools like this
one, weluld they not in fact leave the growing generation
in the lurch? Should not the torch of true education,
enlightenment and civilisation be kept burning wherever
posSible?
Come, should not we - the teachers - live for our
children?
•

destroyed C.N.D., and are devilishly responsible for blackening big b\lsines$ in the
pamphlet "The Collaborators" (indicting
business for its apartheid links). Oh, and
I forgot, there is the inevitable run-around,
by a P.A.C. supporter, of the smooth argu. ments for African nationalism, with all the
The Radical Review?
woolly sentiment, a bl.and denial of implicit
racialism. and a strenuous avoidance-of any
SIR, - After the death of the gallant discussion of what really has to be fought:
Africa South. the birth of The New African poverty. ignorance and disease.
gave some of us hope that the radical
The New African gives me the following
viewpoint in South Africa was not lost. impression of the Africa of . 1%4: it is a
Instead, over the years we have seen "The country in which a mystic sense of African
Radical Review" shift steadily further to personality is developmg; in which wicked
the right, until it might better be called It:ftists are s~rugglil1g to. sabot~ge ~e. splenthe Anti-Radical Review. In the last few did economic system; m which it is selfissues even Blaar Coetzee could find an evident that apartheid is so shocking that
.article or two which would not offend him. when it is defeated all will be for the best
Your last issue (2 May, 1964) was in the best of all possible worlds. and that
astonishing. A non-African non-Marxist we needn't do anything more; that socialism
writes about "how Africa sees the Marxist is next to communism is next to devil worinterpretation of the African revolution", sbip. And that the A.N.C. is a myth,
and makes the ridiculous assertion that the possiblYjropagated by the S.B. to confound
Marxist interpretation denies the Africans the goo deeds and pure thoughts of the
the ability to make their own history in P.A.C.
their own way. As though a knowledge of
Who would think that. at the time that
the causes of an illness prevent$ you from this issue of The New African was pubcuring the disease. Then an attack by a lished, the Rivonia trial was drawing to a
Coloured school-teacher on his principal, close.
that utterly ignores the gross pressures on
A radical review? I'd rather read Forum
schools of Coloured Education, and stays or the Financial Mail.
on a level of bicker and complaint. And
JAMES ltRYCE.
yet another African in "Pass" troubles.
Then a typically flip piece of James Bald- Johannesburg.
win, including one wasted column purport[The New African is committed to radical
ing to define Baldwin's following: Smith
College girls . . . teary old ladies . . . social. political and econOmiC change in
Hands off Cuba groups. Next an appraisal South Africa. It is also lion-racialist, nonof Lumumba, "The sycophant outshone by communist, devoted (0 the Cause of African
the meteor", in which the author dismisses freedom and unity, and unaligned in the
Lumumba as "inept" and "a midget". And Cold War both abroad and at home. Perlastly, we are told by your radical review haps it is the last-mentioned position that
the old, old story that the Communists have has upset Mr. Bryce. - EDITORJ

To the Editor
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